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Nowadays, contradiction and coordination between trade and environment 
becomes a key issue in the world and a real problem each country engaging in 
international trade has to face.  
Under international division of labor system with developed countries at the 
center, their enterprises focus on developing clean industries with high technological 
content，migrate pollution-intensive industries abroad, and meet domestic demand for 
environment-sensitive products by importing from developing countries, leaving 
pollution outside. For some scholars, it can be attributed to extensive implementation 
of more stringent environmental regulations by developed countries in the late-1970s. 
Regarding the impact of environmental regulations on trade, there are different 
points of view in the academic circle. One view is that strict environmental regulation 
exerts a significantly negative impact on industry competitiveness, and countries with 
low environmental standards tend to have low environmental costs, thus becoming a 
haven for the world's pollution-intensive industries, namely “Pollution Haven 
Hypothesis”. While another point of view holds that strict environmental regulation 
triggers the discovery and introduction of cleaner technologies, encourage innovations 
in technology and management that help improve commercial competitiveness, and 
bring about more export. 
 For China, a large developing country and trade superpower, foreign trade and 
environmental issues are particularly prominent. While participating in economic 
globalization and international division of labor, knowing how to tackle the challenges 
and how to coordinate environmental protection and foreign trade is of great 
significance for China to achieve sustainable development and social progress. 
Based on environmental economics theory, international trade theory and 
methods of econometric analysis, this article examines how environmental regulations 
affect trade, using input-based and output-based measurement of the stringency of 
environmental regulations respectively in gravity models, empirically studies the 













test whether Pollution Haven Hypothesis holds in China. 
This paper consists of five parts: In the 1st chapter mainly talks about literature 
review and significance of the research. In the 2nd chapter introduces basic theory 
about environmental regulations and its impact on trade. In the 3rd and 4th chapters, we 
present the gravity models, using input-based and output-based measurement of the 
stringency of environmental regulations respectively, analyze the influence of 
environmental regulations on China’s trade as a whole , and specifically expand our 
research by classifying countries and industries. The 5th chapter is general 
conclusions/ policy suggestions and areas for improvement. 
Keywords: Stringency of Environmental Regulations; Pollution Haven Hypothesis; 
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改革开放以来，我国进出口贸易突飞猛进，1980 年到 2008 年，进口额、出












































Esty 和 Geradin （1997）认为，一些国家实施低的环境标准和松弛的环境规
制对该国形成有竞争力的产业起到了推进作用。Dua 和 Esty（1997）指出，作为
                                                        
① 结果来自国家统计局关于投资、消费、出口三大需求对 GDP 增长贡献率的核算。 
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